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Abstract. We show that there is a uniform bound for the numbers of gen-

erators for all principal congruence subgroups of SL{n, Z) for n > 3 . On

the other hand, we show that the numbers are unbounded if we work with all

arithmetic subgroups of SL(w, Z).

Introduction

It is a classical result that SL(n, Z) is finitely generated, and hence, so are

all its subgroups of finite index. More generally, lattices in real semisimple Lie

groups are well known to be finitely generated. One could ask whether there is a
uniform bound on the number of generators required to generate any arithmetic

subgroup of a real semisimple group. We will first show that this is too much to

expect, by giving examples in the case of even SL(« ; R). On the other hand,

we shall show that such a uniform bound on the number of generators exists for

all principal congruence subgroups of SL(n, Z) for n > 3. Though we address
the group SL(«, Z) for simplicity, it is not difficult to see that the proof of the
existence of a uniform bound carries over to S-arithmetic groups which strongly
satisfy the congruence subgroup property (CSP), i.e., whose congruence kernel

is actually trivial.

NONEXISTENCE EXAMPLE

Consider Y = SL(2n, Z), n > 2. Given any integer r > 0, we show that

there is a subgroup A of finite index in Y, which cannot be generated by less

than r elements. We write C for the center {±1} of Y, where / denotes the

identity matrix. Let px, ... , pr be any r distinct odd primes, and we consider
the principal congruence subgroups

HP;) = {7 e Y: y = /mod/?,}.

By the strong approximation property [K], the natural homomorphism

r

nr: Y-*Y[SL(2n,Z/pi)
i=i
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is surjective. Indeed, Y is dense in FJaiip SL(2«, Zp) and the subgroup U of

n¡mP SL(2«, Zp) which maps to the identity under the surjective map

r

J] SL(2n , Zp) - [] SL(2n, Z/Pi)
allp ¿ppppppI

is open. So Y • U = Y[¡¿Xp SL(2n, Zp) which proves that Y itself surjects to the

finite product. Let us look at the subgroup A := n~xiCr) of finite index in Y.

Here C = {±7} . Since A surjects onto & , the minimal number of generators

for A is at least the minimal number for C, which is r.

Remarks, (i) A similar trick may be used for SL(2n + 1, Z).
(ii) In the above example, we can even replace SL(2«, Z) by a torsion-free

subgroup To of finite index (which exists, in general, by a result of Selberg).
For, by the CSP, r0 D T(/w) for some integer m , and we can replace C and

A in the example by

r

CT x {I}w^m) c [J SL(2«, Z/Pi) x J] SL(2«, Zip)
i=\ p/m

and A n To, respectively. We have written iu(m) for the number of prime

divisors of m.

Existence theorem

Let Y := SL(n, Z), n>3. There exists a number fin) such that each prin-
cipal congruence subgroup Y im) of Y is generated by at most fin) elements.

Proof. First, we shall construct a finite set I c SL(«, Z), such that the various
conjugates {gXg~x ; gel, X e n+} generate, as a Z-module, all the integral
matrices sl(«, Z) of trace zero. Here n+ denotes strictly upper triangular

integral matrices. Since sl(n, Z) has a Z-basis

{Eij, i # ;} u {En - Ei+X j+x,  1 < i < n},

where E¡m denotes the matrix with the entry 1 at the (/, w)th place and zero
elsewhere, and since {E¡¡, i > j} are clearly obtained from finitely many

conjugates of {E¡j, i < j} c n+ , we only have to get Eiti - Ei+Xj+X, 1 < i <
n. But, consider

/I

g =

V

-1

1

\

\)

Evidently, gE¡yi+xg~x - E¡j+X + Ei+ ,.=£',,- Ei+ Xj+X. Therefore, we have

established the existence of a finite set X as claimed. Note that |£| < "("+1) .
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To proceed with the proof, let us consider a principal congruence subgroup
Y im) of T. Let U+(m) = {« € Y im): u is upper triangular, unipotent}.
Clearly, U+im) is generated by a finite number gin) of elements in it, where

gin) does not depend on m. In fact, gin) < n(n~l) . We define Eim) to be

the subgroup of T(m) generated by the conjugates {gU+im), g e Z}. We

note that the number of generators of Eim) < \L\ • gin).
Our main contention is that E(m) = Y(m). This will prove the theorem with

fin) = |E| • gin). The proof will be in two steps.

Step 1. Eim) D Yim!) for some / > 0.

Step 2. Tim) C Eim)Tim2).
Clearly, the two steps prove Eim) = Tim), for, applying Step 2 repeatedly

gives T(m) c Eim)Timl) c E(m) by Step 1.

Proof of Step 1. Let E(m) denote the closure of E(m) in the congru-

ence completion SL„(Z) = nani»SLn(Zp) 0I> F. Now, the group generated by

{gU+(Zp), g e 1} is the whole of SL„(ZP). To see this, we notice that since

SL„ (Zp) is generated by the elementary matrices and the diagonals, we only have

to show that diagonals in SL„(ZP) can be obtained. Once again, it is enough to

get diagonals of the form d¡it) = diag(l,..., 1 ,t,t~x, 1, •, 1) with / as the
ith diagonal entry, since diag(i»,..., t„) = diih) • d2itxt2)• ■ ■ dn.xitx ■••t„-i).
The matrices ¿,(i) are obtained as Xij(t)Xjj(-rx)Xjj(t)Xjj(-l)Xji(l)Xij(-l).
We have written Xtj(t) for the matrix I + tEy. Since E(m)Dg U+(m) for all
g in S, since U+ satisfies the strong approximation property [K], and since

{gU+(Zp), g e X} generates the whole of SLn(Zp), we have

(*) ^z)DnSL"(Zp)xil^
P\m p/m

where Ep are open subgroups of finite indices in SL„(ZP). But, the congru-

ence subgroup property [BMS] shows that E(m) is closed in SL„(Z) for the

congruence topology, which combined with the fact that its closure in SL„(Z)

equals E(m) gives E(m) n SL„(Z) = E(m) x (For E(m) D T(r) for some

r. Given any g e E(m)C\ SL„(Z), there is a sequence gn e E(m) such that
gn —> g in the congruence topology, i.e., g^g e T'r) for some n » 0. This

shows g eg„- Tir) c Eim). ) _
But then (*) gives E(m) = Eim) n SL„(Z) D r(wr).
Proof of Step 2. Consider

n: r(w)-SL„(Z/w2Z),

I + m A i-> I + m A

where A is A modulo m.
We need to show that 7t(£'(m)) = %(T(m)). Let us note that g = I + mA e

T(m) => XrA = 0 mod m, and hence n(T(m)) C {/ + mA: A e MniZ/mZ),
XrA = 0}. Now, if m e U+im), then u = I + mA , A e n+ . So Eim) D Group
generated by {I + m-g n+ , g el,}.

Thus, n(Eim)) D {I + m-A: A e Mn(Z¡mZ), XrA = 0} if we know that the
matrices in sl(n, Z) surject   mod m to all of {A e M„(Z/mZ), XrA = 0} .

'We thank the referee for pointing out that the CSP for SL(/z, Z) implies T n SL(«, Z) = T

for r of finite index.
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But this is true because of the following reasoning. We only have to show that

any diagonal matrix A = diag(ûi, ... , a„) e M„(Z/mZ) of trace zero is in the
image. But then it is clear that if D¡ :=£,,- Ei+Xj+X, then

A = axDx + (ax + a2)D2 + ■■■ + iax + ■■■ + an-X)Dn_x

modulo m . This completes the proof of Step 2 and hence, of the theorem.

Note added in proof. The anonymous referee points out that (in regards to

the nonexistence example) Mann and Segal [Proc. London Math. Soc. 61

(1990)] have shown that if there is a bound for the number of generators for

all subgroups of finite index in a finitely generated linear group, then the group

is virtually solvable.
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